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Fun book, great gift for my girlfriend I bought this reserve for my girlfriend and was prepared to be
bored on the couch while she browse it - but instead found it to be good, lighthearted fun. Great for the
coffee table or the mojito counter! Artwork is fantastic and it's a great read. My only complaint is
definitely that there isn't any section for men.. a must read!! We browse some sections collectively. Great
as a gift, or to give as something special to yourself .. I got it for my girlfriends for a bachelorette party
and we'd a great period. I really like this book! Discover what shoe YOU are :) Great Buy I loved this book.
super cute! I extremely recommend it to all or any shoe fans. She also understands a bit about people as
her insights into personalities (based from footwear) was spot on for me! Miss Meghan has done it again!
The reserve is fantastic and the illustrations superb. A must-have for just about any woman who love
sneakers. RETURNED THIS BOOK HAD NOT BEEN WHAT We EXPECTED. AS A SHOE LOVER I WAS
DISAPPOINTED AND Came back IT.bpf This book was given to me as a birthday gift. It had been
therefore fun and the illustrations are brilliant. I enjoyed it! Miss Meghan certainly knows how to write.
The ultimate shoe guru! I am a huge shoe lover, which means this book was perfect. This book is a blast!the
illustrations are bright, colorful therefore well done. I'm a stiletto, lol!! That is such a cute book! Men need
this as well. Maybe that's the author's next publication, however in the meantime I'll just look at the
drawings... If shoes tell you what sort of woman is feeling, does it not follow that males (and women) who

might be thinking about how they are doing would like to know how to interpret their shoes? The
illustrations are wonderful and it make a great conversation starter inside your home or the office. That is
fun present for the diva who provides everything. I bought and you should too.BOOK Name SHOES ARE
YOU WILL NOT MATCH INSIDE OF BOOK FUN!
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